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SYNOPSIS 
The satisfactory experience in Missouri in marking curves n ith speed signs and 

the adoption of a similar plan by many other States, prompted the organization 
of a cooperative investigation between the Committee on Cui vature and Speed of 
the Highway Roseaich Board, the Committee on Speed Regulation of the Na
tional Safety Council and the low a Engineering Experiment Station to study the 
factors relating to determination and marking of safe speeds on curves 

The first important phase of this investigation involved a questionnaire survey 
in nhich the practices in regard to marking speed indications on curves were 
determined 

The majoiity of the States reported that a ball-bank indicator reading of 10 
deg was the most satisfactory indication of safe speed Charts and graphs of 
driving tests on curves conducted by the research staff of the Iowa Engineering 
Experiment Station, the General Motors Proving Ground, and by engineers in 
several States, provide factual data on practically every phase of car operation 
on curves related to safe speeds, such as variations in ball-bank readings tor 
various makes of cars at various speeds, the body roll angles of cars, the sideways 
frictional factor, steering angles and steering forces, the effect of surface rough
ness and road slipperiness, and the visibility on curves at night w ith sealed beams 
or common type headlights In general i t w as found that a ball-bank angle of 10 
dcg provided an ample maigin ol safety for all of the above factors except ex
treme conditions of surface slipperiness, or for snow and ice conditions 

The practice in regard to the size, shape, and color of signs was found to vary 
although a sign approximately one foot square with black numerals and letters 
on a white background was generally used The State of Illinois uses white 
numerals and letters on a black background The before and after studies re
ported by several States indicated that speeds were more nearly uniform on 
marked curves than on unmarked curves and that there w as less congestion of 
traffic on these curves The accident experience on a 95-mile section in Indiana 
w as particularly notew orthy In 1939 and 1940 there w ere 10 few cr fatalities, 12 
few ei persons injured, 36 few er accidents on curves, and appi oximately $9,000,000 
less property damage during the twelve month period in which the signs weie in 
operation than in the previous 12 months period The greatest advantage to the 
motorist provided by speed signs is that they eliminate the surprise element w hen 
coming into a low speed curve, especially an isolated curve, where the approach 
speed may bo 50 to 60 m p h and the safe speed on the curve 30 to 35 m p h 

In June 1937 the Missoui i State High- i eflectonzed signs pi ovcd to be vei y satis-
w ay Dopai tmcnt conducted i oad tests on f actoi y both to the motorists and to the 
Route U S 40 to dctci mine the maximum state highway officials f i om Missoui i and 
safe di iving speeds on all curves on this from manj-̂  othei states Since that time 
route As a result of these tests the moie than one half of the states have 
appioaches to all curves with safe speed adopted a similai plan onanexpeiimental 
indications below 60 m p h weie marked basis, on their main loutes, and in some 
with speed signs placed directly below states on all loutes 
the standard cui ve signs The experience While engineeis in genoial are faiilj'^ 
m Missouu in maiking these curves with well informed in legaid to the principles 
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involved in determining safe speeds on 
curves, a comprehensive analysis of the 
many factors mvolved appeared to be a 
timely and worthwhile undertaking 
Also, there appeared to be some valid 
arguments among engmeers questiomng 
the ability of a highway department to 
establish a definite safe speed for a given 
curve to meet all the conflicting condi
tions such as differences in the skills of 
drivers, in the makes, types, and speed
ometers of cars, and in weather, road 
surfaces, and driving conditions whether 
wet or dry, rough or smooth, day or night. 
Accordingly, a cooperative project was 
set up during the summer of 1940, be
tween the Committee on Curvature and 
Speed of the Highway Research Board, 
the Committee on Speed Regulation of 
the National Safety Council, and the 
Highway Research Staff of the Iowa 
Engineering Experiment Station. 

The first important phase of this inves
tigation involved a questionnaire survey 
in which the practices in regard to mark
ing speed indications on curves were 
determined through the cooperation of 
the engineers in charge of traffic control 
in each of the 48 States. The contribu
tions of these men provided valuable 
material for this report and the authors 
hereby desire to express their sincere ap
preciation for this assistance without 
which the report in its present form would 
not have been possible. Many driving 
tests on curves were conducted by the 
members of the research staffs of the Iowa 
Engineering Experiment Station and the 
General Motors Proving Ground to cover 
every important phase of operation on 
curves The charts and graphs obtained 
from these tests provide the answers to 
many questions raised in regard to various 
factors involved when establishing safe 
speeds on curves 

In the early work by the Missouri State 
Highway Department and according to 
the reports from the various states, the 
simplest and most important device used 

in establishing safe speeds, was the ball 
type bank and turn indicator used on air
planes. The majority of the States re
ported that a ball bank indicator reading 
of 10 degrees was the most satisfactory 
indication of safe speed on curves. The 
driving tests, speed studies, and driver 
polls confirmed these reports. Forms 
and charts developed by various traffic 
engineers replying to the questionnaire 
and by the authors simplify the field 
operations in determimng safe speed using 
the ball bank indicator In view of the 
general approval of motorists of curve 
speed signs, the interest of the state traffic 
engineers in marking curves as expressed 
in their replies to the questionnaire, and 
the simplicity of determining safe speeds, 
i t IS anticipated that marking highway 
curves with safe speed indications will be 
extended to many states which are not 
now following this practice. To be of 
greatest value to the motorist, i t is hoped 
that uniform standards in determining 
safe speeds and for marking curves will be 
developed as indicated in this investiga
tion. While this report is concerned 
mainly with the analysis of factors related 
to the determinination of safe speeds on 
curves, the replies to the questionnaires 
provide information in regard to signs and 
markings which should be helpful in 
arriving at a uniform standard for all 
states. 

QUESTIONNAIRE FORM RETURNED BY 
48 STATES 

The questionnaire form was sent to the 
engineers in charge of traffic control in 
each of the 48 states The first response 
was most encouraging with rephes from 
about two thirds of the States. By means 
of follow-up letters rephes from every 
State were obtained. This, in itself, is 
an indication of the interest in this sub
ject. I n the questionnaire the informa
tion requested included when curves were 
marked and the extent of marking curves; 
the method or methods used, such as by 
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means of a ball bank indicatoi, computa
tions usmg a formula, trial runs, and 
speed observations, the position, color, 
shape, and size of the sign, the legend on 
the sign and height of lettcis and num
bers, whether the indicated speeds are 
legal limits or lecommended speeds only 
as an aid to motorists, data on before and 
after expeiicnce such as studies of speeds, 
driver polls, and accident experience; and 
in addition infoimation was lequested in 
regard to the use of speed zones and the 
extent of speed zones on othei sections of 
state highw aj's 

The results of the questionnaue survey 
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 I t is 
of interest to note that the states m which 
marking curves on state routes has been 
adopted form a tier of states through the 
center of the United States east and west 
and north and south MOJO curves on 
route U S 40 and on U S 65 arc marked 
than on any other loutes in the United 
States These i outcs carry large volumes 
of through traffic and marking the curves 
on them is pai ticularly helpful in contioi
ling speed The reports of the States 
showed that 23 States were not marking 
surves at all, 2 laiely, 6 occasionally, 12 
on some loutes and 5 on all routes The 
cui ves mai kcd w ere sharpei than 3 deg 
md in some states onlj' curves sharper 
bhan 7 deg oi 10 deg were marked. One 
•eason foi difference in this piacticc was 
the vai lation in the speed limit which is as 
low as45m p h m some States Foi this 
>amc icason no cuivcs m these States 
rtcrc marked for speeds above 45 m p h 
vheicas in otheis w ith no speed limit oi a 
iighei limit, all cuivcs weie maiked for 
speeds below 60 m p h or 50 m p h de-
}cnding on the State speed limit 

In five States all State loutes aie 
naiked and the mileage and curves 
naiked luns into the thousands In 
nanj'^ of the States, this work is on an 
ixpeumental basis and only a relatively 
short mileage on ceitain routes is maiked 
\.t least thice States aie just staiting but 

are planning to mai-k the entire system 
In three other States marking curves is a 
part of speed zoning Several States 
reported that curves were not marked 
because cars differ, weather affects re
sults, the ability of drivers to drive on 
curves differ, road conditions affect re
sults as when wet or di"y, rough oi smooth, 
and different speeds ai-e needed at night
time than in the daytime 

The methods used in selecting a safe 
speed value vai led although in the major
ity of the States trial i uns with a ball bank 
indicator reading of 10 degrees formed the 
basis for establishing the speed I n nine 
States the usual curve formula was used 
in which 

/ = 0.067 ^ ' - e (1) 

/ = the coefficient of friction 
V = the speed in m p h 
R = the radius of the curve in feet, and 
e = the superelevation in feet per foot. 

The values o f / in foimula (1) varied 
from 0 14 to 0 25 although a value of 0 16 
was generally used 

In one State the formula reported by 
Baldwin in Public Safety, Decembei, 
1934, was used to deteimine the ciitical 
speed 

<S» = m R i E + 0 2) (2) 
where 

S = the ciitical speed in m p h 
R = the radius of the curve in feet, and 
E = the supei elevation in feet pci foot 
This formula gives higher speeds for 

radn below 800 f t and lower speeds for 
radii above that than foimula (1) if the 
same values of / is used in foimula (1) 
at all speeds I t was stated that this 
formula gave speeds moie i epresentative 
of the actual diiving piacticcs than for
mula (1) over a wide lange of cuivature 
I t is the authors' contention that foi mula 
(2) IS entuely cmpuical and does not have 
the flcxibilitj'^ to meet vai ying conditions 
which the theoretically couect formula 
(1) has as will be shown latei Also, by 
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When marked Extent Methods in selecting proper speed value 
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Anz X 4 60 110 31 Yes 8M4'' 100 14- 25 100 90 
Ark X 1 3 50 2068 1930 100 10° 3 100 5 85 
Cahf X 300 50 10° Yes 14- 16 50 Ave. 
Colo x« 
111 X 55 5000' 2800 100 100 100 85 
Ind X 95 190 100 10° 
Kana X 3 4 Yes Yes 100 Yes 80 
Ky X 100 
La X 100 
Md X Planned 430 600 100 10° 
Mich x» 
Minn X Part of speed 90 Mercury 100 90 85 

zoning tube 
Miss X Planned Yes 10° 
Mo X 60 1872 100 10° 100 
Nev X 60 75 17 10°-20° 100 100 80 
N H X 60 Part of speed zoning 80 10 
N M X 50 60 25 100 10° 100 
N Y X 40 1650' Yes 
N C X 7 45 Yes 16 Yes 7 
Ohio X 7 45 300 75 100 10° 80 8 100 .100 85 
Okla X 50 30 15 100 100 100 85 
Pa X 50 280 356 100 10° 
R I X Fart of speed zoning by state police 
S C X 8 15 25 16 100 100 85 
S D X 45 125 48 100 10° Yes 90 
Texas X 10 45 14 25 25 25 50 85 
Utah X Planned 
Wash X 50 3682 (When side thrust 

becomes apparent) 
100 

Wyo X 60 2500 1250 100 15° 

Total 23 2 6 12 5 

' On all paved routes 
* Do not use because cars differ, weather affects results, and oil mat road change 
' 13,500 miles to be zoned by 1941—white on black signs 
* This work has ]ust been started Have on hand 5000 10 by 12 in speed signs to be used 
' State manual provides different degree signs for different critical speeds 
* Planning to complete entire system 
' Speed indications also determined on the basis of accident records 
» Use formula S» = 466R(E + 0 2) See Public Safety, December 1934 
Note. States reporting curves not marked are Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 

Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi (planned), Montana, 
Nebraska, New Jersey, North Dakota, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah (planned), Vermont, Virginia, 
W Virginia, Wisconsin 
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TABLE 2 
QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY ON SPEED SIGNS AND SPEED ZONING 
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.\riz X X X 12 X 13 6 X 200 99 2 
Aik X X 12 \ 12 6 X 50 75 
Calif X X X Diamond 9 X 0 
III X X X 12 X 18 6 X City 0 
Ind X X X 13 X 13 5 X 800 30 
la 47 05 
Kans X X X 10 X 12 6 X 50 100 3 
K j X X X 12 X 12 8 X 
La Varies X 
Md X Planned X X 0 
Mass X X Zoning 12 5 100 
Mich 250 01 
Minn X Part of zoning X X 8 X 2500 90 
Miss X X X 12 X 10 6 X 9 5 
Mo X X X 13 X 13 5 X Yes 
Mont 150 100 
Nov X X 18 X 18 4 X 
N H X X Some 18 X 24 9 X 3700 100 

N J 
are 

N J 45 m p h zones 
N M X X X 12 X 13 6 X 1000 100 
N Y X X X 36 X 36 X Yes 
X C X X Seldom 4 X "Slow to 30 

miles" 
Ohio X X X 12 X 16 8 X 40 4 
Okla X X X 12 X 12 6 X 30 All need 

law 
Pa X X X 12 X 12 5 X 771 0 
R I Pait of speed zoning by state pol ice Yes 
S C X Pai t of speed zoning 6 X 40 50 
S D X X X 15 X 15 5 X 0 
Texas X X X 14 100 6 
Wash X X X« 10 X 12 4 X 75 All 
WjO X X X 14 X 14 

Diamond 
8 X 250 10 

Total 13 6 2 3 15 1 3 2 17 4 4 21 

. , w i ^ M u n ^ i v y L i i & u , \ u / I I L I I I I U U I S O i l ^ ' U I I U W U i t C K -

ginund, (C) white numbers on black backgiound 
' Accident cxpeiicncc shows 16 7 pcicent icduction in zoned aieas and 7 8 peicent in aieas not 

zoned 
' Seldom lestiict speed to less than 40 m p h 
* No legal authoiity in Ohio foi establishing speed zones—experimental onlj 
' Kxpeiimcntal only 
^ No speed signs foi speeds above 35 m p h Amber buttons on cui ve ai ro« s 
Note Replies in regaid to speed zoning foi the following states weie Coloiado (some speed 

zoning but kept to minimum), Connecticut (yes), Delaware (planned), Geoigia (just beginning), 
Maine (occasional luial aica 7oncd, need legal suppoit), Noith Dakota (yes), Tennessee (yes, 
small tow ns, school zones, etc ) 
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use of formula (1 ) , the engineer can obtain 
a better understanding of all the factors 
which influence the selection of a safe 
speed on a given curve than if formula (2) 
is used. 

Practically every state reported the use 
of trial runs in the determination of safe 
speeds. Of course, the use of the ball 
bank indicator implies that a driving test 
was made using a car with a calibrated 
speedometer. However, in this connec
tion the trial runs are interpreted as con
sisting of test runs at the particular speed 
at which the curve is to be posted. This 
provides a field check on the particular 
speed recommended as safe for all pas
senger cars and for all ordinary weather 
conditions 

Speed observations are used by many 
states as an aid in selecting the proper 
speed value I t should be recognized 
that marking the curve is likely to affect 
the speed distribution on the curve The 
greatest advantage to the motorist pro
vided by speed signs is that they eliminate 
the surprise element when coming into a 
low speed curve, especially an isolated 
one, where the approach speed may be 50 
60 m.p.h. and the safe speed on the curve 
30 to 35 m.p.h. The driver's judgment in 
regard to a safe speed is not likely to be 
so dependable, even on familiar routes, 
as the safe speed established on the basis 
of a careful engineering study of each 
curve. For this reason the speed obser
vations after the curve is marked are of 
greater value than those observed before 
marking in determimng whether or not 
the speed selected was the proper one I n 
any case before and after speed studies 
are very valuable as will be shown later in 
determining whether or not marking has 
improved the speed distribution of traffic 
on the curve by reducing the number of 
cars driving too fast and too slow for 
conditions. 

The second phase of the questionnaire 
survey, covered in Table 2, in regard to 
the position, color, size, and shape of sign. 

the height of letters and numbers, the 
meaning of the sign and speed zoning 
will be discussed in detail in the latter 
part of the report. 

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS INFLUENCING SAFE 
SPEED ON CURVES 

BaU Bank Indicator Angle ObserveUtons as 
a Measure of Centrifugal Force, Super-
elev(Uion, Speed, and Curvature 

To the best of the authors' knowledge, 
the use of the ball bank indicator to deter
mine safe speeds was first employed by 
the Missouri State Highway Department 
in 1937. The ball bank indicator con
sists of a steel ball in a sealed curved 
glass tube. The ball is free to roll except 
for the damping effect of the liquid in the 
tube The tube is enclosed m a metal 
case and one model is graduated in 5 deg. 
divisions up to 20 deg. on each side of zero. 
In another model the graduations run in 
2 deg. divisions from zero to 1 0 deg. in 
both directions. The indicator can be 
mounted on the dash of a passenger car 
by means of rubber suction cups and is, 
thus, readily transferred from one car to 
another. The indicators can be pur
chased from dealers in airplane accessories 
at the low price of S3.00 to $5.00 each. 

In mounting the indicator, the car 
should be in a stationary level position 
with the steel ball at the 0 degree position. 
Also, all occupants who are to be in the 
car when the observations are to be made 
should be in the same position when 
mounting or checking the instrument as 
when making the test. This is necessary 
because changing positions of the passen
gers or the load in the car may cause the 
body to t i l t to the right or to the left 
defiending upon the transfer of the load 
from one side to the other and this tilting 
action or body roll is reflected in a change 
in the ball bank reading. On a level 
surface with the car stationary the read
ing should be 0 degree while on a super-
elevated curve with the car at rest, the 
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ball bank leading ( « ) will be equal to 
the sum of the superelevation angle (0) 
plus a small angle (p) caused by the ti l t
ing of the body on the inclined slope here
after referred to as the body-ioll 

On a level surface a definite centrif
ugal force IS developed as the cai travels 
at a given speed on a fixed cui ved path 
This force and a small amount of body 
roll will cause the ball to roll out to a 
fixed angle position much as a pendulum 
would if supported at the center of the 
arc of the glass tube Tests have shown 
that in the usual range of speeds at 
which cui ves are maiked, a ball bank 
angle of 10 deg is a fairly reliable in
dication of safe speed 

The roadway on highway cui ves is 
raiely level but is usually superelevatcd 
The greatest amount of supei elevation 
IS used on the sharper cui ves and on the 
inside traffic lane of pi actically all curves 
The supei elevation provides a horizontal 
component of the gravity force or weight 
of the car which opposes centiifugal 
force The ball bank reading of 10 deg 
at the maximum safe speed on the given 
curve IS the sum of the centrifugal force 
angle (d) plus the body i oil angle minus 
the superelevation angle (0) (Fig 1). 
At the maximum safe speed 

00 = e + p — <l> (3) 
During the summer and fall of 1940, 

driving tests weie conducted by the 
leseaich staff of the Iowa Engineering 
Expeiimcnt Station ovei a wide range of 
speeds and degiees of curvature for both 
right and left tuin tiaflfic lanes on loads 
neai Ames The car used was a 1938 
sedan The speedometer of the car was 
carefully calibiated with a stop watch 
ovei a measured coui se one mile in length 
The ball bank angles weie obsei ved on all 
of these tests and measuiements of the 
average superelevations and radii of 
curvature weie taken on all curves 
Fiom these measuiements the ball bank 
angle could be computed assuming no 

body roll accoiding to the following 
formula 

00 = tan"* ̂  ~ * 

w here 
V = speed in feet per second 
g = acceleration due to gravity or 

32 2 f t pel sec -, and 
R = the radius of the cuive m feet 

Also, tan-» ^ = 0, the centiifugal force 
angle 

Cenht/c/qaf 

ft 

% of body 

oo - Bo//ban A mdico/or ang/e 
P = Boc/y ro// ong/e 
9 = Can/rifuga/ force anq/e 
0 = Jupere/efof/on angAe 

Figure 1. A Car at Maximum Safe Speed on a 
Superelevated Curve 

The lesults of these tests and the com
puted values of the ball bank angle aie 
given in Figuie 2 I t should be noted 
that at zero ball bank angle of the ob
sei ved values and computed values are 
the same At this speed the hoiizontal 
component of the giavity force equals the 
centiifugal force and no friction is re
quired to hold the car on the curved path 
Howcvci, as the speed is increased above 
this point the obseivcd ball bank angles 
are greater than the computed angles 
because fiiction is lequiied to hold the 
cai on the cui ve and this causes the body 
to t i l t outwai'd farther as the speed is 
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increased. The difiference between the 
observed angles and the computed angles 
at the higher speeds represents the body 

observed ball bank angles, which are now 
negative, are again greater than the com
puted angles With the car stationary 

fNJIOE Tff/lf^^tC L/tA/£ - /rr. TURN OUntOE TR/irr/C LttM£-LT TU/W 

S% grade 
flcfuo/ rad. ti6S' 

\_Supereievetf/on ao53 
flcfua/ rod //At' 

r I 
-O.B3% grade 

Jupereleyafion 0.097 
/IcfuQ/rad. S6e'_^ 

+0 6396 ame/e 
f}cfual rad. 570' 

3uperelevoi/on 0.0£<f 
I 1 1 

I I 
- -to ZO^ grade 
-/^cWualrad /9S' Boll-bank 1 

Ind/ca/or 
reading /O -7 j 

_ l I—iL-1 
ea^Curve 

/fadius too' 

Body rol/ ang/e O. ZO% grade ^ 
flcfval rad. 20S' 

Supere/evofion o.o5i 

•+0.4d?li grade 
St^re/eK 0.011 

94°Curtre 
f?adius6/' a/rad. S6' 

-0.4oy& grade Observed 
ana/e 

Juperefei^afion Ox>ii 
ffch/a/ radius S6 

46 
sSpeed, m.p.h 

Figure 2. Observed and computed ball-bank indicator readings over a wide range of speeds 
and degrees of curvature for both right and left turn trafiSc lanes 

roll at these speeds At speeds below 
the ball bank angle zero, the frictional 
force required to hold the car on the curve 
acts in the opposite direction and the 

on the curve, the observed ball bank 
angle is the same as the superelevation 
angle plus the body roll for the given 
car on that slope. 
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While most of the diiving tests wcie 
I un on flat gi ades, one sei les of tests was 
run on a 4 deg 54 min-cuivc on a 5 
pel cent giade The results on this 
curve were not so consistent as on the 
other CUI ves possibly because slight 
differences in supei elevation and a some
what loughei suifacc caused .small dif
ferences in the I eadings The differences 
in the obseived and computed angles on 
the dow n grade weie slightly greatei than 
on the up giade This means that the 
bod J' loll was greater going down giade 
than w hen going up w hich is as might be 
expected This also shows that the 10 
deg ball bank angle would have been 
developed at a lower speed going down 
than when going up hill if the superele
vation in both ti affic lanes had been the 
same Actually the superelevation down 
grade was almost double that up grade 
and yet the speed at the 10 deg ball 
bank reading was the same This, of 
course, IS desiiable when establishing 
safe speeds wheie grades aie involved 

In these tests no diffeiences could be 
observed in the ball bank leadings when 
making left tuins as compared to iight 
turns when the tests were made m the 
same path, conditions undei which the 
superelevation and radius of the cuive 
were the same In fact the difference 
between the maximum safe speeds in the 
two tiaffic lanes was small because the 
slight increase in the observed angles on 
the inside lane due to the shaiper cuive 
was offset by the greatei superelevation 
for this lane when compared with the 
outei lane Accuiate observations in 
tests on cuivcs at the Geneial Motors 
Proving Giound bear out the conclusion 
that differences between observed values 
for light and left turns are neghgiblc 
if the conditions of test arc similai 

Effect of Body Roll of Cai on Safe Speed 
In the repoits from the States, a criti

cism voiced by scveial cngineeis was that 
the maximum safe speed ba.scd on a 10 
degree ball bank reading vaiied w ith the 

ycai model and make of cai, and that 
new cais could take curves faster than 
old cais Now, the only variation in 
ball bank readings due to differences in 
cais IS that due to differences in the body 
I oil of the cai if othci conditions remain 
the same I t is to be expected that the 
indicatoi is mounted piopeily at zeio 
degrees with the cars stationary on a 
level suifacc, that the speedometeis of 
the cars are accuiately calibrated, and 
that the tiies are inflated uniformly if a 
compaiison of cais is to be made The 
best complete data on differences in body 
roll foi all makes of cais over a five-year 
peiiod of which the authors have any 
knowledge has been collected by the 
General Motors Proving Ground in then 
readability tests Thiough the genei-
osity of Mr A J Schamehorn, Director 
of the Proving Ground, and Mi Merritt 
Fox, who supei vised the tests and com
piled the data, the maximum, minimum, 
and avciage values of i oil angle foi 1936, 
1937, 1939, and 1940 cars was furnished 
as a function of the frictional side foicc 
(Fig 3) 

I t should be noted that foi a 10 deg 
ball bank reading the maximum roll 
angle was 2 deg 25 mm and the mini
mum loU angle was 1 deg 25 mm , which 
means that a maximum diffei cnce of only 
1 deg in the ball bank reading can be 
'attributed to differences in cais with tires 
propei ly inflated I t is true that as the 
speed is increased above the 10 deg value, 
the bodv i oil increases and the difference 
between cais incicases proportionately 
Howevei, the maximum safe speed as 
indicated by a 10 deg ball bank reading 
IS so fai below the maximum permissible 
speed 01 maximum possible speed that 
the differences in the yeai model and 
makes of cais is not likely to have any 
effect on the speed selected, if the ob-
scrveis undei stand the effect of body loll 
and make due allowance foi i t in case 
cais with extreme values are used for the 
driving tests 
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Effect of Inaccurate Speedometers 
I t is true that many speedometers, 

particularly of popular priced cars after 
several years of use, are inaccurate but 
in the calibration of the speedometers of 
a score or more cars, the authors have 
found them to be surprisingly accurate 
in recent years for speeds up to 50 m p.h ; 

Maximum 
/fb// flng/es i93t 

19*0 
1939 ffor/ 

Bo//i>an/t fndicofor 

Coefficient of fric/ion f f ) 

Figure 3. Roll angle of car as function of 
frictional side force. Average and range of roll 
angle for 1936, 1937. 1939 and 1940 cars. Test 
data furnished by General Motors Proving 
Ground. 

the maximum speed which need be con
sidered in marking curves. Generally 
the extreme error is not over 10 percent 
and usually the indicated speed is higher 
than the actual speed Thus, with a 10 
percent error the indicated speed would 
be 44 m p h for an actual speed of 40 
m.p.h. 

Most drivers know when the speedom
eter of the car they are driving is in error, 
especially when the error is greater than 
10 percent. With curves marked ac
curately they will soon decide at what 
speed in relation to the marked speed they 
prefer to take the curves, that is, at the 
marked speed or 5 or 10 miles above or 
below this speed The most important 
point which engineers should keep in 
mind in regard to speedometers is that 
when establishing safe speeds on curves 
the trial runs should always be made 
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Figure 4. Comparison of critical speeds as 
determined by formula and by ball-bank In
dicator on rough, slightly rough and smooth 
pavements. Illinois Division of Highways. 

using cars with accurately calibrated 
speedometers 

Effect of Rough, SlighOy Rough, and 
Smooth Pavements on Safe Speed 

The importance of making trial runs 
at the maximum safe speeds for which a 
given curve is to be posted is best illus
trated when comparing ball bank read
ings on smooth, slightly rough, and rough 
pavements using data furmshed by the 
Illinois Division of Highways (Fig. 4). 
Thus on a smooth pavement the ball 
bank value of 10 deg was found to es-
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tablish a safe speed at 39 m p h as com
pared to a computed speed of 35 m p h 
On a shghtly lough pavement the ball 
bank indicator established a speed of 
38 m p h as compared to a computed 
speed of 40 m p h , and on a rough pave
ment the obsei ved safe speed on a given 
curve w as 30 m p h as compared to a 
computed speed of 38 m p h These 
results are consistent with the general 
driving experience on rough surfaces 
which require i eduction m speed when 
driving close to the critical speed, pai-
ticularly on cuives 

With a ball bank leading of 10 deg, 
a friction factor close to / = 0 15 is 
required This means that a friction 
force equal to about one sixth of the 
weight of the cai must be effective in 
holding the car on the curve To 
develop this friction the wheels must be 
m continual contact with the road sur
face and if either the front or the rear 
wheels leave the surface the friction 
factor at that point reduces to zero 
temporarily and will cause the car to 
skid more or less depending on the degree 
of roughness. 

The ball bank readings on rough sur
faces are not likely to be consistent at 
vai-ious points on the curve and i t is 
recommended that the average of the 
lower observed speeds be used rather 
than the higher speeds in deciding upon 
the safe speed on these surfaces 

Correlating Fnclion Factor and Ball 
Bank Readings mth Safe Speed 

As previously implied, safety on curves 
IS largely dependent upon friction and in 
establishing the safe speed and under
standing of the relationship between 
friction, the ball bank angles, and speed 
is desirable. I t has generally been ac
cepted by engineeis who have conducted 
cuive tests that a speed based on a 10 
deg observed ball bank reading provides 
a safe speed in the usual lange for which 
curves are marked This coricsponds to 

a coefficient of friction of about 0 14 to 
0 15 depending upon the body roll of 
the car The general acceptance of this 
value IS rathei surprising becaubc i t is 
aftci all an arbitiaiy value at which the 
driver of a car senses some di&comfoit 
and where the hazard of skidding off the 
curve becomes apparent 

As IS evident in Figuie 5 consideiably 
higher friction values than 015 and 
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Figure 5. Coefficient of friction and com
puted ball-bank indicator readings over a wide 
range of speeds and degrees of curvature. 

higher speeds than that for a ball bank 
reading of 10 deg are possible and, in 
fact, permissible under certain con
ditions and on ceitain curves This is 
most evident on the shai per ones as the 
61-ft and the 200-ft radius curves. On 
these GUI ves friction values close to 0 5 
were developed at speeds almost double 
the safe speed based on a ball bank 
reading of 10 deg The iidc at these 
speeds was fav from comfortable and the 
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limit of steering control was not far o£F, 
in fact, the path of the car was increas
ingly uncertain as the top speeds on these 
curves were approached For sharp 
curves requiring speeds below 30 m.p.h. 
for a ball bank reading of 10 deg., i t 
would be quite consistent with driving 
experience to develop a friction coefficient 
approaching 0 20 at the maximum safe 
speed or an observed ball bank angle of 
12 to 14 deg At these low speeds slight 
loss of control or variations in the path 
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Figure 6. Effect of surface texture and sur
face condition on coefficient of friction for new 
and smooth tread tires. All tests conducted 
on wet surfaces except where noted. 

of the car are not serious because in a 
short distance the error can be corrected 
but at high speeds this is usually serious 
because by the time the driver reahzes 
that he is in trouble he may be in an 
opposing traffic lane or in the ditch 
For speeds up to 50 or even 60 m p.h , a 
ball bank angle of 10 deg. has been found 
to be quite satisfactory but for speeds 
above 60 m p.h., a lower value should be 
used. Actually few States are likely 

to mark curves above 50 m p h and the 
use of a ball bank angle below 10 degrees 
is not a problem. Curves requirmg 
speeds of 30 m p h. or less are quite com
mon, and since control is not so difficult 
at these speeds, ball bank angles of 12 
to 14 deg. are recommended, the latter 
on curves with safe speeds of 20 m.p h. 
or less 

Usually i t is implied that the safe 
speeds apply only when road conditions 

.and dnving conditions are favorable, 
that is, when the surfaces are dry, but 
when surfaces are wet or covered with 
snow or ice, i t is expected that speeds 
should be reduced below the posted 
speed. While i t is true that lower fric
tion values are usually developed on wet 
surfaces than on dry surfaces, and con
siderably lower on snow- and ice-covered 
surfaces than on dry surfaces, there is 
still a large margin of safety on wet sur
faces properly constructed 'and main
tained if the low value of / = 0.15 at a 
ball bank reading of 10 deg is used when 
posting curves on these surfaces. 

In Figure 6 the results of skid tests on 
various surfaces indicate the range of 
friction values which may be expected 
for both new tread and smooth tread 
tu-es. The asphaltic concrete and simi
lar types with a gntty surface texture 
or sand paper finish provide a wide 
margin of safety against skidding for 
speeds with a ball bank value of 10 deg. 
The smooth textured belt finished con
crete is somewhat lower but still amply 
safe. The coarser textured broom fin
ished concrete provides higher friction 
values than the smooth concrete As
phalt or oil mat surfaces glazed with 
excess asphalt or oil were found to be 
dangerously slippery at speeds above 20 
m.p h. I t will be noted that at speeds 
above 20 m.p h., the friction values on 
slippery surfaces when wet fall within 
the range of snow and ice, and that the 
decrease in coefficient of friction with an 
increase in speed is greatest on these 
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sui faces I t is of interest to note that 
smooth tread tires piovide higher friction 
values on gritty sui faces than new tread 
tiies while the icveise is true on the 
smooth slippery sui faces This maj' be 
explained by the fact that on the giitty 
SUI faces, the load piovidcs the channels 
foi the w ater to escape and on the smooth 
glazed sui faces, the giooves in the tiie 
tread piovide the means foi watei to 
escape and thus eliminate the lubiicating 
effect of the w atei 

Slippeiy roads exist because of im-
piopci constiuction and inadequate main
tenance Anv load can be made skid 
resistant and kept in that condition 
A "Slippery Road" sign is a confession 
of faulty constiuction or upkeep In 
most cases the methods to piovide skid-
lesistant surfaces are simple and can be 
stated in brief terms Geneially all 
that IS required is a giitty abiasive sur
face Bleeding oiled sui faces can be 
corrected by covering with lock chips or 
sand tolled into the suifacc A keiosene 
cut-back may have to be applied before 
adding the cover matei lal to provide the 
neccssaiy binder to hold the aggregate 
in place after rolling 

This analysis shows that diiveis can 
drive safely at the posted speed on piop
eily constructed and maintained surfaces 
when wet and even when covered with 
snow free fiom ice Only on ice-
coveied suifaccs or on slippery wet sui-
faces arc speeds below the posted speed 
necessary On ice and on snow ap
proaching the ice condition, i t is expected 
that speeds will be reduced on the tan
gents as well as the curves to a point 
consideiably below the posted speed. 
Nevcitheless, the speed signs piovide a 
definite indication of the sharpness of 
the CUIVCS and will serve as a good guide 
even when the surface is snowy oi icy 
Howevei, if the suifacc is slippeiy when 
wet, the avciage motoiist is not likely 
to recognize the slippeiy condition unless 
"Slippeiy Road" signs are used The 

best solution would be to correct the 
slippery condition, but if that is not done, 
the "Shppciy When Wet" signs should 
supplement the speed signs I t might 
be well to follow the pi actice of the state 
of Kentucky where the safe speed when 
wet IS posted on the "Slippeiy When 
Wet" signs neai appioaches to cuivcs 

Correlating Sleetmg Angles and Steeiing 
Forces vuith Safe Speed 

In diivmg vaiious ycaily models and 
makes of cars, i t is genei ally agreed that 
there IS a difference in the way they 
handle on curves These differences 
are most apparent on the shaipei curves 
for which speed restiictions are advisable 
as recommended in this lepoit They 
are due to differences in stcciing angles, 
steering foiccs, and m the fiont and icai 
wheel slip angles of the various cais as 
was brought out so effectively in the 
papei on "Relations between Curvature 
and Speed" presented by M L Fox at 
the 17th Annual Meeting of the Highway 
Research Board In this papei Mr Fox 
presented data to show the differences 
iDetween two distinctly different types of 
cais as far as steering is concerned, one, 
the understeeiing type and the othei, 
the oversteering type 

The following explanation, based on 
Mr Fox's paper and the tests and diiving 
experiences of the authors, is offered to 
indicate certain steeiing chaiacteiistics 
of cais which should be con.sideicd in 
detei mining safe speeds on curves When 
driving a cai on a curve at the speed foi 
which a ball bank angle of 10 deg is 
measured, an avciage faction force 
equal to 0 14 of the weight of the cai 
must be developed between the tires 
and the load to prevent the cai fiom 
skidding sideways off the i oad To exei t 
this fiictional side foicc, each pan of 
tires both fiont and leai must "slip" 
at certain definite angles between the 
path of tiavel and the longitudinal axis 
of the wheels These angles are known 
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as slip angles and determine very largely 
the way the car steers or handles on a 
curve, that is, whether i t is oversteering 
or understeering. 

There are many factors which influence 
the magnitude of the front and rear 
slip angles and thus determine whether 
the car is oversteering or understeering. 
The average driver, no doubt, assumes 
that steering is largely a matter of 
manipulation of the steering wheel al
though he realizes that the application 
of the brakes or the use of the throttle 
on slippery curves has a marked effect 
on the steering or the path of the car 
and that at high speed the steering or 
the path of the car is frequently likely 
to be unpredictable. Factors besides 
braking and accelerating which influence 
the slip angles and the steering of the car 
are changes in tire pressure front and 
rear, a shift in load, the size and design 
of tires, the camber, caster, and front 
wheel alignment, the type of spnng 
suspension, the use of shock absorbers 
and stabihzers which are related to the 
body roll, and other factors of like nature. 
Only in rare cases will the front and rear 
slip angles be the same and for this 
reason oversteering and understeermg 
are the only conditions which are gen
erally recognized in a discussion of the 
way a car handles on a curve 

A clear-cut definition of oversteering 
and understeering is rather difficult to 
state, but, in general, a fundamental 
consideration is that when the rear slip 
angles are greater than the front shp 
angles, the car is oversteering and when 
the reverse is true, making the rear slip 
angles less than the front, the car is said 
to be understeering. Thus, when driving 
on a moderately sharp curve at a critical 
speed for the given curve with an over-
steering car, the slip angles for the rear 
wheels which are greater than for the 
front wheels will reach such proportions 
that either the rear end of the car will 
skid sideways off the road or the car will 
go into a flat spin. At high speeds on 

flat curves i t has been found that this 
extreme condition is not hkely to develop 
according to the results of tests as re
ported by Stonex and Noble in their 
paper on "Curve Design and Tests on 
the Pennsylvania Turnpike" presented at 
this year's meeting of the Highway Re
search Board.' Instead of skidding or 
sliding off the road, i t was found that the 
driver of the car was not able to steer 
i t in a true course at high speeds and that 
the car deviated from this course by in
creasing amounts as the speed was in
creased. 

In regard to the steering of an extreme 
understeering car, i t has been found that 
on a moderately sharp curve the slip 
angles at the front wheels will be greater 
than at the rear wheels, so that when a 
certain critical speed is exceeded the 
front end of the car will slide off the road. 
Normally when the critical speed is 
exceeded the understeering car will not 
go into a spin and is easier to handle on 
the curve than an oversteering car be
cause i t will hold to a fairly fixed course 
although this course or path is likely to 
be outside the one the driver intended to 
take The majority of drivers will use 
their brakes when the car swerves out of 
its normal path or goes into a skid. 
With an understeering car the use of the 
brakes will generally assist in steering the 
car into the curve and also will reduce 
the speed to assist the driver in regaining 
control The understeering car responds 
to the normal steering operation in that 
i t requires an increase in the steering 
angle at the steering wheel as the speed 
of the car on the curve is increased. I n 
the oversteering car, the reverse is true 
and only the exceptional skill of the 
driver can hold the car on a true course 
above a certain critical speed. The 
Turnpike tests reported by Stonex and 
Noble, however, indicated that despite 
the greater stability of the understeering 
type car, the first evidence of lack of 

> See page 429. 
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control of this type car at high speeds on there is little difference between an 
flat curves was an increase in the devia- understeering and an oversteering car. 
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Figure 7. Skid pad roadability test data demonstrating the handling of a car on a 108 ft. 
radius circle with adjustments in tire pressure only to make the car either highly under-
steering or oversteering or any condition in between. Data furnished by General Motors 
Proving Ground. Later published in paper "Car Control Factors and Their Measurement" by 
K. A. Stonex, S.A.E. Journal, March, 1941. 

tion from the path the diivcr intended 
to take as the speed was incieascd above a 
ceitain ciitical value and in this respect 

An interesting demonstiation is pio-
vided in Figure 7 to show that even the 
same car can be made either strongly 
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oversteering or highly understeering, 
or any condition in between, by merely 
making certain adjustments in the front 
and rear tire pressures These data 
were furnished by Mr K. A. Stonex of 
the General Motors Proving Ground* 
and were based on tests on their level 
concrete skid pad where the car was 
driven at various uniform speeds on a 
108-ft. radius circle I t should be noted 
that the understeering and oversteering 
characteristics are most evident in the 
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Figure 8. Variations in angles and forces at 
steering wheel for a wide range in speed on 
curves near Ames, Iowa. 

steering angle curves for the three tire 
pressure conditions reported With the 
low pressure of 19 lb. in front and a 
normal pressure of 31 lb in the rear 
tires, the car is highly understeering 
with a marked increase in the steering 
angles accompanying an increase in speed 
on this curve. However, when this 

'The data were later published in the 
March, 1941, S A E Journal in a paper "Car 
Control Factors and Their Measurement," by 
Kenneth A Stonex. 

condition was reversed by using a low 
pressure of 21 lb. in the rear tires and a 
normal pressure of 29 lb. in the front 
tires, the car developed an extreme form 
of oversteering and for this condition the 
steering angles were found to be decreas
ing with an increase in speed. With 
normal pressures front and rear the car 
was found to be slightly understeering 
and the results indicated that this was 
probably its most stable condition be
cause the front slip angles were only 
shghtly greater than the rear slip angles 
and i t appeared that the highest maxi
mum speed was possible on the given 
curve under this condition. 

Despite the objections to the over-
steering car, i t should be noted that 
within the range of speed up to the 
maximum safe speed recommended for 
this particular curve based on a ball 
bank angle of 14 deg., the difference in 
the steering angles for the extreme under-
and oversteering condition is less than 
2 deg., an amount so small that the aver
age driver would not notice i t . On 
slippery surfaces larger steermg angles 
and slip angles are required to hold the 
car on the curve than on highly skid re
sistant surfaces and for this reason the 
importance of providing skid-resistant 
surfaces cannot be overemphasized. 

In Figure 8 the variations in the angles 
and forces at the steering wheel of a 
1938 year model car are given over a 
wide range of speed and curvature. For 
the 5 deg. and 10 deg. curves the total 
angle of turn at the steering wheel was 
less than 60 deg for the maximum safe 
speed with a ball bank angle of 10 deg. 
On the 200-f t radius turn i t was about 9S 
deg. and on the 61-ft radius city street 
corner turn i t was 265 deg Turns at 
the steering wheel less than 90 deg. can 
readily be made without shifting the 
position of the hands but if larger angles 
are required, the hands must generally 
be shifted and this adds to the uncer
tainty of steering particularly at high 
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SPEED SURVEY AT CDRVES ON U S ROUTE 40 BOTH BEFORE 

SPEED SIGNS—ILLINOIS DIVISION OF 
A \ D AFTER ERECTION* OF CRITICAL 
HIGHWAYS 

Critical 
speed 

Percentage at speed 

Critical 
speed 

No of 
curves 

Before 
or after T) pe of vehicle No of 

vehicles Critical 
speed 
- 10 

m p h 

Critical 
speed 

- 5 
m p h 

Critical 
speed 

Critical 
speed 
+ 5 

m p h 

Critical 
speed 
+ 10 

m p h 

m p h 

25 4 B III Pass 157 8 6 48 0 82 9 95 4 
A III Pass 155 8 4 63 9 81 9 96 8 

B Foi Pass 117 4 3 27 4 71 8 90 6 
A Foi Pass 154 3 2 55 2 79 9 93 5 

B Commercial 62 24 2 45 2 85 5 96 8 
A Commcicial 74 9 5 67 6 82 4 92 0 

B All Vch 336 0 8 39 6 78 3 92 6 
A \ l l Veh 383 6 5 61 1 81 2 94 5 

30 4 B 111 Pass 145 6 2 13 1 66 9 86 2 97 2 
A 111 Pass 140 10 7 27 9 72 9 90 7 98 6 

B FOI Pass 30 3 3 3 3 53 3 80 0 96 7 
A FOI Pass 161 1 2 8 7 55 9 87 0 98 8 

B Commeicial 53 17 0 28 3 92 5 96 2 98 1 
A Commcicial 60 8 3 28 3 81 6 96 7 100 0 

B \11 Vch 228 8 3 15 4 71 1 87 7 97 4 
A \11 Vch 361 6 1 19 4 66 8 90 0 98 9 

45 10 B III Pass 259 40 2 62 2 86 1 94 6 97 7 
A III Pass 217 41 5 75 1 98 2 99 5 100 0 

B FOI Pass 138 27 5 59 4 80 4 92 0 95 7 
A FOI Pass 284 25 0 60 0 90 1 96 5 98 2 

B Commercial 102 56 9 73 5 96 1 97 1 100 0 
\ Commcicial 140 55 7 90 0 98 6 100 0 

B All Vch 499 40 1 63 7 86 6 94 4 97 6 
A All Vch 641 37 3 69 9 95 0 98 3 99 2 

50 11 B III Pass 265 50 9 78 5 88 7 92 5 98 1 
A III Pass 441 60 8 86 8 92 3 95 7 90 5 

B Foi Pass 237 47 3 77 2 83 5 89 5 97 9 
A FOI Pass 487 40 9 79 9 90 3 94 3 99 8 

B Commercial 279 74 2 93 9 97 1 98 6 100 0 
A Commercial 265 86 4 98 1 99 2 100 0 

B \11 Vch 781 58 1 83 6 90 1 93 7 98 7 
A All Vch 1193 58 3 86 5 93 0 96 1 99 7 

415 
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speeds On the 61-ft. radius curve the 
speed with a ball bank angle of 10 deg. 
was only 10 m.p.h. and thus the large 
angle presented no difficulty. The forces 
at the steering wheel for all these curves 
were small with a minimum of 3 lb. 
on the 5 deg. curve and shghtly more than 
4 lb. on the 61-ft. radius curve at the 
.critical speed with a ball bank reading of 
10 deg. 

Correlaltng Percentile Speeds wtth Safe 
Speeds—B^ore and After Studies 

Before and after studies to determme 
the effect of safe speed signs on curves 
were provided by the Ohio Department 
of Highways (Figure 9) and by the I l l i 
nois Division of Highways (Table 3). 
The South Dakota Highway Commission 
also provided speed data. In general, 
the studies indicate that speed signs 
result in reduction in speeds on the sharp 
curves requiring low speeds but on flatter 
curves with speeds above 40 m.p.h. the 
changes are not so great in the before 
and after studies. 

In 13 of the States speed observations 
are used to determine the safe speed. 
The 85 percentile value is most com
monly used as the criterion for safe 
speed although the values used ranged 
from 50 percent to 90 percent. The 
Illinois data show that the percentile 
values are less than 70 percent for curves 
with critical speeds of 25 and 30 m.p.h. 
and between 90 and 95 percent for curves 
with speeds of 45 and 50 m.p.h. This 
also seems to be borne out by the Ohio 
data. I t would seem logical that the 
percentile values should be very nearly 
the same at the critical speed for which 
the curves are posted. These studies 
show that at low speeds motorists will 
exceed the comfortable and "safe" value 
provided by a ball bank angle of 10 deg. 
As was shown earlier, at these speeds the 
margin of safety with a 10 deg. ball bank 
angle is greater than at the higher speeds. 
For these reasons a ball bank angle of 

12 deg. IS recommended for the 25 and 30 
m.p.h. speeds and of 14 deg. for speeds 
of 20 m.p.h. or less. 

With these changes there should be 
closer agreement in the percentile values 
at the various speeds, especially if the 
speed comparisons are made after the 
curves have been posted. There seems 
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Figure 9. Before and after studies to deter
mine effect of safe speed signs on curves* 
Ohio Department of Highways. 

to be general agreement that speed signs 
should serve as a guide to motorists and 
if that is the function of the signs, they 
should serve to reduce the extremes in the 
range in speeds, especially the danger
ously high speeds. An 85 percentile 
value for speeds below 35 m.p.h. and a 
90 percentile value for speeds above 40 
m.p.h should indicate reasonably safe 
driving and a satisfactory safe speed 
value. 
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In this connection, the results of a 
diivei- poll conducted by the Ilhnois 
Division of Highways with the coopera
tion of the state pohce is of special in-
tciest Quoting from their report 

"The survey was conducted to obtain the 
reaction of foreign motorists. Two locations 
were selected At one location east-bound 
traffic n as stopped and at the other west-bound 
traffic was stopped Foreign cars were stopped 
at a location which gave assurance that the 
drivers had operated over a considerable 
distance on the route. Also, the inquiry was 
conducted both during the day and night to 
obtain the reaction of persons operating both 
in daylight and darkness 

"The questions which were asked and the 
answers given are as follows. 

1 Are the signs helpful and do they add to 
your safety? Yes, 327, No, 4. 

2 In general, do you believe the posted 
speeds too high, too low, all right' Too 
high, 63, too low, 23, all right, 245. 

3. Do you believe the curve signs should 
be moved farther back from the begin
ning of the curves to permit greater 
braking by motor compression? Yes, 
94, No, 237. 

4 Should signs in advance of sharp curves 
be farther away from the curve than 
those in advance of curves of medium or 
long radius? Yes, 207, No, 291 

5 Do you think curves should be marked 
with speeds higher than 50 miles per hour 
where such speeds are safe' Yes, 40, 
No, 291 

"Most of the motorists questioned were very 
emphatic about their approval of the signs, 
however, several had not noticed the signs and 
some others bad not realized their significance. 
A truck driver who had driven over this route 
at regular intervals both before and after the 
erection of the critical speed signs remarked 
that since their installation he had noticed 
fewer cars partially out of control from taking 
the curves at too high speeds." 

Chart to Simplify Field Operations m the 
Determination of Safe Daytime Speeds 

At the recent annual convention of the 
Institute of Traffic Engineers a paper 
on "A New Concept of Traffic Sign 
Reflecteiization," was given by Mr R 
F Riegelmeier in which he presented a 
chart to simplify the determination of 
safe speeds on curves The chai t applied 
only to curves with no superelevation 

and was based on an empirical foimula 
developed by means of road tests with 
one car only. The method and purpose 
Riegelmeier had in mind m developing 
the chart had considerable merit in sim
plifying field operations when determin
ing safe speeds and with his kind per
mission the authors have borrowed the 
general idea he had in mind, developed a 
formula, and revised the chart to make 
i t applicable generally to all curves and 
all types of cars (Fig. 10). 

The use of this chart as intended by 
Riegelmeier was to make one trial lun 
on the curve at any given speed and ob
serve the ball bank angle By leferring 
to the chart, a point could be located 
for the ball bank reading at the given 
speed. From the cuives on the chart, 
the safe speed for a ball bank reading 
of 10 deg. could be determined This 
method eliminated making the many trial 
runs usually necessary to determine the 
safe speed. I t merited furthei study 
for general use Accordingly, formula 
(11) with the derivation indicated below 
was developed on the basis of which the 
new chart was plotted The derivation 
of the formula is as follows 

According to formula (3) referred to 
earlier in the report, 
Ball bank angle = centiifugal force 

angle—superelevation angle -|- body 
roll angle 

or CO = d - <t> + p (3) 
The angle due to body roll was found 

by test to be proportional to the co
efficient of fiiction (J) (see Fig. 3). Thus 

since / = -s — e 
9^ 

(4) 

then, t a n - i / = tan-' — e ) (5) 

or using a factor K for body roll, 

p = X(tan- ' / ) = K tan-i ( ^ - e) (6) 
Q 

andoo = e - 4> + K tan-i (4 - e) (7) 
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To simplify the application of formula 
(7) to field operations and peimit leading 
the supere^levation duect with the ball 
bank indicator, foimula (7) was icvised 
as follows 
Foi small angles, 

tan-' f = tan-» ^ - tan"' e (8) 

or tan-' f = tan"' ^ - <t> (9) 

and 

p = K tan- ' / = ^ ( t a n - ' ^ ) - K<t> (10) 

The final foimula foi the ball bank 
leading then ieduces to 

00 = tan-' K - « - h ^ ( tan- ' 
Q 

(11) 

The test data in Figure 3 indicate that 
the maximum, average, and minimum 
values of K for cars over a five year 
peiiod are K 

in OX 
= 0 31, = 0 24, 

and K^,„ = 0 16 
These values were used in foimula (11) 

^\ith vaiious values of speed, radius of 
curvature and superelevation to obtain 
the curves in the chait (Fig 10) 

The rule foi dctei mining the safe speed 
for a ball bank reading of 10 degiccs (or 
for any other reading) is given on the 
chai-t. The general pioccduie, if the 
supei elevation and radius of the curve is 
not known, would be to stop the car at 
several points along the cuive and lead 
the ball bank angle which foi this 
I cading w ill give the superelevation angle 
plus the body roll angle with car on this 
slope (leferred to only as the super
elevation angle (A) on the chart) The 
car IS then driven at any reasonably 
safe speed on the cuivc and the average 
ball bank angle {B) obsci ved The sum 
of A and B will locate the point (C) or 
angle C for the given speed on the chart 
The obscivcr then can follow the curve 

on the chart on which C is located to 
point (D) which is the sum of supei-
clevation angle {A) and 10 deg. ball bank 
angle (or any other suitable ball bank 
angle). The maximum safe speed is the 
closest speed value foi point {D) to the 
nearest 5 m p h although i t is prcferied 
to use the lowei 5 m p h. value than the 
highci value Thus, if the point {D) 
indicated a speed value of 38 m p h , a 
safe speed of 35 m p h would be pre-
feired for the speed .sign instead of a 40 
m p h speed Foi a value of 39 m p h 
to 43 m p h , the speed selected w ould be 
40 m p h This makes a slight allow
ance foi difleiences in driveis, cais, and 
all ordinary road conditions Before 
accepting this speed as final, a tiial run 
at the piopo&ed safe speed should always 
be made to make certain that all load 
conditions and visibility factors aie taken 
into account and that the ball bank i ead-
ing is close to oi at the maximum desired. 

I t should be noted that the shaded 
curves show the variations in the ball 
bank reading at any given speed due to 
extreme values of body roll The single 
line curves were computed foi a car with 
average body roll After a few curves 
have been run, the observers should have 
little difficulty in finding out if the cai 
used in the diiving tests has a small or a 
large amount of body roll On curves 
sharpci than 10 deg. or foi speeds below 
40 m p h , the difference in the safe 
speed due to body loll is indicated as 
less than 3 m p h 

A useful shortcut can be introduced 
for cui ves in w hich the supci elevation and 
ladius are known In these cases the 
safe speed can be icad directly from the 
chai t by adding the superelevation angle 
{K tan-' e) to the ball bank angle of 10 
deg (or an}' othci dcsiied angle) and then 
noting the speed on the chait foi this 
total angle and the degree of cuivatuie 
for the cui\e in question Heic again 
it IS desii able to make a t i lal i un at the 
piopo.sed safe speed to check load and 
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driving conditions on the curve. On any 
given route, the road can be logged and 
forms prepared to record the curve speed 
data in a simple form as is shown in Fig
ure 15. 

Effect of Headlight Patterns on Safe Night 
Speeds on Curves 

Up to the present time, the safe speeds 
on curves have generally been the same 
for nighttime as for daytime driving. 
The safe speed has largely been deter
mined on the basis of retaining control 
of the car on the curve. Curve signs 
and speed signs have been reflectorized 
because at no time is the surprise ele
ment greater than when a driver cruises 
along at 50 m.p.h. at night and then 
suddenly without adequate warning hits a 
25 m.p.h. curve. The reflectonzed speed 
sign has removed this surprise element at 
night and, as far as control of the car on 
the curve is concerned, the driver should 
have little difficulty at the indicated 
speed. Night driving, however, presents 
the special hazard of poor visibility and 
the question has been raised by some 
engineers as to whether or not the light 
patterns which the headlights of cars 
provide have a wide enough spread and 
range to provide satisfactory sight dis
tances for various degrees of curvature 
at the speeds established as safe for 
driving in the daytime. Information on 
this subject was very meager and for this 
reason the authors decided that some 
study should be given the problem and 
included in this report. 

Fortunately, Dr. A. R. Lauer and his 
assistants, on the Highway Research Staff 
of the Iowa Engineering Experiment 
Station, had developed some excellent 
equipment to measure the light intensity 
of headhghts The light patterns of the 
headlights of two makes of cars were 
measured, one a 1938 car with dual-beam 
headlights and the other a 1940 car with 
the newly developed sealed-beam head
lights. The measurements were taken 

on the level dark dirt floor of the College 
armory with all lights turned off in the 
building. The hght measurements were 
taken with a cluster of five Weston 
photoelectric cells with viscor filters 
which transmit only the light affecting the 
human eye The cells were mounted 
on an adjustable arm with the cluster 
of cells on approximately a 5-in. circle 
from the center of the cells. The output 

1̂  

/fief*r 
„ <o to "S^ , lo 

Jpread of Beam from Car Center If 
Figure 11. Light patterns for a 1940 car with 

sealed-beam headlamps and a 1938 car with 
dual-beam headlamps showing light contours 
for 1.0 ft.-candle and 0.1 ft.-candle of Ught. 

of the cells was measured with a portable 
galvanometer. The results of the tests 
are given m Figure 11 showing the pattern 
in Ught contours for 1.0 ft-candle and 
(!.l ft.-candle of light The improved 
illumination and wide spread of the light 
pattern for the sealed-beam headhghts 
is clearly shown here when compared 
with the old type headlights. Both 
headlights were in excellent condition. 

In applying the light patterns for the 
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headlights to determine the safe speed 
on hoiizontal curves, the 0 1 ft-candle 
contoui was selected as a leasonablo 
amount of light intensity and w as plotted 
to scale on a two lane roadway with 
5, 10, 15, and 25 dog cuives (Fig 12) 
The cais, roadway and light di&tances 
aic all drawn to the same &calc The 
spacing was measured between the head
lights of the car and the point where the 

speed IS safe on the 25 deg cui ve for all 
conditions day and night, but with the 
flatter curves and the higher speeds, the 
requu-ed stopping distances increase 
lapidly and the light intensity drops off 
at such a rate that the safe night speed 
is lower than_thc safe day speed This 
difference in night and day speed is 
moie marked if the moie conservative 
peiception and leaction time of 3 sec 

3eam Ois/^ance /^heoef o/ Car. /ee/-
so too 150 zoo Z50 300 3SO an 

r 
SOO fse 

OI Ff-eona/e /iqhf con/our 

Z-Lane 
Roodway 
lO-ff 

Figure 12. Application of light patterns for sealed-beam headlights in the determination 
of safe speeds at night on horizontal curves 

Safe night speed (sealed beam) 

Degree 
of 

curve 

Safe day-
speed for 
ball-bank 

angle at 10° 

3 see perception 
and reaction time 

(friction factor 
" f " = 0 4) 

1 see perception 
and reaction time 

(friction factor 
" f " = 0 4) 

Stopping 
distance Speed Stopping 

distance Speed 

/(. m p A St m p A, 

5 60 310 40 332 55 
10*' ' 45 257 35 235 45 
15 35 207 30 153 35 
25 25 162 25 89 25 

car ahead on the given curve was just 
passing through the 0.1 ft-candle con
tour of the headlight. This spacing for 
the sealed-beam headlights was then 
compared with the corresponding stop
ping distances required foi various speeds 
on the curve using a 3-sec perception 
and reaction time and a biaking friction 
factor of / = 0 4 and also with stopping 
distances with the same friction factor 
but a perception and reaction time of 1 
sec I t will be noted that the 25 m p h 

is used instead of the 1 sec perception 
and reaction time value I f the latter 
value of 1 sec is used, the differences 
between day and night speeds are small 
for cars with the sealed-beam headlights 

The question may be raised as to why 
the 0 1 f t -candle of light intensity was 
used instead of a higher or lower value. 
The reasons are as follows Tests have 
shown that the 50,000 candle-povirer 
sealed-beam headlights provide ample 
visibility to make a white object visible 
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at a distance of 1,000 to 1,200 f t . directly 
ahead of the car A gray object can be 
seen at a distance of about 800 f t . and a 
black object at 400 f t . The maximum 
safe night speed on a straight road is a 
controversial value but for the average 
car, a speed of 50 m.p h is commonly 
accepted. With sealed-beam headlights 
in excellent condition a maximum speed 
of 60 m p.h is not so commonly accepted 
but, when compared with ordinary head
light visibility, i t can be considered as an 
acceptable value. The stopping distance 
at 60 m p.h. with a 3-sec. perception and 
reaction time is 564 f t and with a 1-sec 
value IS 388 f t . The 0.1 f t -candle con
tour cut the path of the car straight 
ahead at 510 f t . and was selected as the 
degree of illumination required to see 
with sealed-beam headlights any ordinary 
hazard encountered straight ahead on the 
highway at night when traveling at 60 
m.p.h and still be able to stop the car 
within this sight distance. The value 
selected is entirely arbitrary and further 
study may indicate the need for revision 
but i t is believed to be in line with the 
present speed practices of trafRc at night. 

The above study, limited in scope as i t 
was, indicated that the safe night speeds 
on curves which are not protected with 
reflectorized marker posts are practically 
the same as safe day speeds for curves 
sharper than 15 deg requiring speeds of 
35 m.ph. or less but on curves flatter 
than 15 deg, a reduction of from 5 to 
15 m.p h in the night speed as compared 
to the day speed is desirable. The reduc
tion of 15 m p h. should apply to the 4-
or 5-deg. curves with safe day speeds of 
60 m p h. 

Marking highways for a lower night 
speed than the day speed is not a difficult 
item to handle and has been done effec
tively by the use of a reflectorized sign 
in which the painted numbers indicate 
the day speed and the reflectorized but
tons the night speed. 

Safe night driving on curves has been 

greatly improved by the use of reflec-
tonzed marker posts which reveal the 
curve over its entire length. On a 
level road the reflectors will pick up the 
light rays from the headlights when the 
car is still more than one half mile from 
the curve, thus giving the driver ample 
warning in regard to the location of the 
curve and its sharpness, particularly 
when the reflectorized posts are com
bined with a reflectorized curve sign and 
speed sign The Ohio Department of 
Highways uses road edge delineators 
spaced at intervals which vary according 
to the degree of curve. Table 4 shows 

TABLE 4 

Degree of curve 

Sp
ac

in
g 

Tangent spacing on transi
tions to curves 

Degree of curve 

Sp
ac

in
g 

Fi
rs

t p
os

t 

Se
co

nd
 p

os
t 

T
hi

rd
 p

oe
t 

Fo
ur

th
 p

os
t 

/ I . /« fl ft. ft. 
0° to 2° 44' 200 200 200 200 200 
2' 45' to 3° 29' 160 200 200 200 200 
3° 30' to 4° 44' 120 160 200 200 200 
4° 45' to 7° 14' 80 120 160 200 200 
7° 15' and over 40 80 120 160 200 

the recommended spacings for various 
degrees of curves. 

The spacings for the curve listed in 
Table 4 at the PC. of the curve are 
continued to the P T. or as near the end 
of the curve as the regular spacing 
happens to come. On the sharper curves 
the spacing is then increased on the 
tangent transitions until the maximum 
spacing of 200 f t is reached as recom
mended in the table. The delineators 
on the inside of the curve should be placed 
radially opposite those on the outside of 
the curve Although placing delineators 
on both the inside and outside on the 
curve IS preferred, satisfactory results 
may be obtained by marking the outside 
of the curve if dehneators are used to 
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mark curves only where safe speed in
dications will be required for speeds be
low 50 m.p.h. 

In general, the driving experience on 
curves marked with delineators has in
dicated that the safe night speeds on 
these curves may be the same as the safe 
daj' speed determined hy a ball bank in
dicator reading of 10 deg. on these curves. 

The combined use of reflectorized 
marker posts and reflectorized speed signs 

sign with black numbers and letters on a 
white background placed directly below 
the curve sign. In the states of Arizona 
and Illinois the colors are reversed by 
providing a black background with white 
letters which their engineers contend 
provides a more distinctive and more 
legible sign for both day and night 
driving. 

The height of the numbers ranges from 
a minimum of 4 in. to a maximum of 12 

Figure 13. Day and Night View of 25 m.p.h. Reverse Curve Sign in Illinois 

on curves with sâ e speeds of less than 
50 m.p.h. is certain to make night driving 
on these curves safer than if this aid is 
not provided to guide the motorist. 

T Y P E S O F C U R V E S P E E D SIGNS AND 
L O C A T I O N O F SIGNS 

The curve speed signs are usually con
sidered as information signs and are com
bined with the curve sign which is a 
warning sign. The usual tj'pe of curve 
speed sign is a square or rectangular 

in. with a 6-in. height most commonly 
used. To provide the amount of legi
bility required to make the speed sign 
most effective day and night, a minimum 
height of 6 in. for the numbers is recom
mended. This requires that the size of 
the sign be at least 12 by 13 in. 

Figure 13 shows the distinctive features 
of the Illinois speed signs wdth the white 
letters on the black background in the 
daytime and the improved reflectoriza-
tion this method provides at night. 
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The Michigan State Highway Depart
ment does not mark curves with safe 
speed signs but indicates the degree of 
hazard on the curve by the type of symbol 
used on the sign (Fig 14). Thus for 
curves up to 2 deg. no curve sign is used. 
As the curvature increases the sharpness 
of the curve in the symbol increases in 
three stages until the turn symbol is 
reached. The turn symbol is used on all 
sharp right-angle turns, a practice com
mon to all States. This method has 
also been used in Iowa but was aban
doned, because i t was felt that the 

a/o, 

type of sign used with special attention 
to reflectorization. His recommenda
tions for curve signs take into account 
the hazard on the curve in terms of the 
ball bank reading at 50 m.p.h. and are as 
follows: 

Ball bank indicator 
angle at ISO m p h Type of curve sign 

0°- 3° None 
3°- 6° Plain 

Luminous paint 
10° and higher Reflector button with safe 

speed sign 

fTf fing/e 
Turns 

a m 
Cor^a/ure, cfeg f6 le 

Figure 14. Michigan State Highway Department curve sign application chart showing type of 
slgnusedforvaiylngcondltionsof curvature, superelevation, and speed 

motorist could not distinguish between 
the speed requirements for the flat and 
intermediate type curve signs. The only 
sign the ihotorists seemed to understand 
in regard to the speed requirements was 
the turn'sign and for this reason only two 
types of signs are used, the curve sign and 
the turn sign. 

In the paper by Riegelmeier from the 
Pennsylvania Department of Highways, 
referred to previously, he proposes that 
the degree of hazard be indicated by the 

He further recommends that if a 
particular curve shows a record of three 
or more serious accidents within a year, 
the procedure should be to use the next 
highest type of sign. On curves where 
the hazard is unusually great, oversize 
curve signs with large reflecting ele
ments should be the next step to indicate 
an increase in the hazard where the stand
ard reflectorized speed sign is already 
in use. Electrically illuminated units 
offer a further increase in visibihty. 
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MEANING AND VALUE OF CURVE SPEED 
SIGNS 

Legal Limit Versus Recommended Value 

Only in foui States out of the 25 in 
which curves aie marked, is the speed 
indicated on the signs used as a legal 
limit In all of the other states the 
speeds are recommended speeds only as 
an aid to motorists In two of the four 
States the marking of curves with safe 
speeds is a part of a program of speed 
zoning and the speeds on the signs are 
lequired to be considered as legal limits 
to comply with the speed laws of the 
state There was some indication that a 
numbei of states not now marking 
curves have not been doing so because of 
the legal limitations in legard to speed 
signs and speed limits Te.xas is pro
posing to meet such a situation by calling 
the speed signs information signs and 
informing motorists as frequently as is 
necessary of the meaning of the speed 
signs by using a large sign 19 hy 48 in. 
with the following legend. "Signs Show-
Limits of Reasonable Speed foi Average 
Conditions " 

On the basis of all the replies fiom 
States in which speed signs on curves have 
been used, there is every indication of 
unanimous appioval of the general idea 
of maikmg cuives with speed indications 
and in no case wheic i t has been used 
has i t been abandoned Also the motor
ists aic foi i t and from such accident 
data as aie available, there are indica
tions that accidents and accident costs 
aie definitely ieduced wheie curves are 
maiked For these reasons, the authors 
lecommend that in states where legal 
limitations or technicalities hamper the 
woik of the engineei in maiking curves, 
steps be taken to correct this situation 
either by the proposed Texas plan or by 
legislation at the eailiest possible date 

FaZtte of Speed Signs on Curves in Accident 
Reduction 

Very little accident data are available 
in which befoie and after experience is 
provided to show the value of marking 
curves with safe speed indications The 
Indiana State Highway Commission re
ported that signs indicating safe speeds 
on all curves on a 95-mile section of 
Route 37 between Indianapolis and Paoli 
were installed in 1939 At the end of the 
year in which these signs had been in 
place, the records showed that despite a 
15 percent increase in traffic on this 95 
mile section, in comparison with the 
preceding 12-month period, there were 
10 fewer fatalities, 12 fewer persons in
jured, 36 fewer accidents on curves, 33 
fewer persons injured on curves, and 7 
fewer fatalities on curves with approxi
mately $9,000,000 less property damage 
Such a leport is encoui aging to say the 
least, and while the reductions indicated 
may be exceptionally high, there should 
be little doubt but that marking curves 
played a large part in the change during 
the 2-year period 

RECORDS AND FORMS FOR MARKING CURVES 

Marking all curves on an entire state 
highway system with speed signs in
volves considerable work first in the 
determination of safe speed values and 
second in installing the signs As was 
indicated in the discussion of the use of 
the chart in Figure 10, one of the pur
poses of this report was to present a 
simple short-cut method for the deter
mination of the safe speed value which 
the authoi s believe can be accomplished 
by the use of this chart In faiily open 
country a diiver and an observei should 
be able to log and determine safe speeds 
on 200 miles of loute pei day A form 
such as IS used b j ' the Ohio Department of 
Highways (Fig 15) helps to systematize 
the work and to piovide a lecord which 
can be kept in a file on a route numbei 
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basis or by counties In many cases 
much of the information can be obtained 
from the construction plans and in such 
cases stops on the curves will not be 
necessary and the field work further 
simplified. Trial runs at the proposed 
speeds should always be made and this 
information should be correlated with 
speed surveys of traffic on representative 
curves. 

this service to the motorists, there seems 
to be little question but that i t is money 
well spent. 

For the most effective use of speed signs 
special attention should be given to the 
location of the signs with respect to the 
beginning of the curve. The location 
procedure of the Illinois Division of High
ways (Table 5) takes into account the 
elements of changes in speed required and 

locohon: Counfy. 
Povrrtf. Condi/ion* 
OirecHon: Degree: /fex/ws: 

r J end 

• • I • I I 4 I • 
C 

£ 
af /O'Speed 

6 

C 

E 
m 10" Speed 

Ate._ 

Mad. 

Ma/.. 

Med.. 

/fge 

ViemarhsL. 
*for povemanf conctif'on nofe ivhMer dry or ive/ during /as/, a/so n/he/htr 

^ smoo/h, rough, s/tppgry ti/hen ivef e/c ^ 

Figure IS. Form used by Ohio Department of Highways In Determining safe speed on 
curves. Printed on a 5-in. by 8-in. card 

The installation of the signs is quite an 
undertaking but i t can be so orgamzed 
as to greatly simplify the work In 
most states the speed signs are placed 
on the same post with the existing curve 
sign. With su(5h a procedure, the instal
lation can be made quickly and easily. 
In some states new posts will be required. 
This adds greatly to the cost of installa
tion and should be avoided. Actually 
when comparing the cost of marking a 
given curve as compared to the value of 

the effect of grade which should be con
sidered in locating signs. The values in 
this table appear to be reasonable and 
are recommended for general use. 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following summary statements, 
conclusions, and recommendations repre
sent the more important findings in this 
investigation: 

1 Since the first curves were marked 
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with .safe speed indications m Missouri 
in ] 937, 25 States have adopted this plan 
on an cxpeiimcntal basis or as .standard 
pi acticc 

2 The ball bank indicatoi is the 
simplest and most widely used device 
to mcasui e safe speeds now in use bv the 
vaiiou.s State highwaj' departments 

T A B L E 5 

LOCATION PROCEDURE ILLINOIS DIVISION OF 
HIGHWAYS 

Critical speed 
of curve Critical speed sign 

Distance 
between sign 
assembly and 
P C of curve" 

mph mph /t 
0-12 10 800 

13-17 15 800 
18-22 20 800 
23-27 25 700 

28-32 30 700 
33-37 35 600 
38-42 40 500 
43-47 45 400 

48-52 50 400 
53-57 50 400 
58-'62 None 400 

Above 62 No speed sign and 
also no cm ve 
sign 

» Foi descending grades exceeding 3 percent 
this distance should be incieascd approx
imately 100 f t 

Note Stand.iid cm vc and tinn s\ mbols aic 
used as usual 

3 A ball bank angle of 10 deg is the 
usual value used to establish the safe 
speed 

4 To obtain the driver's icspect for 
the speed on the sign ovei a wide range 
of speed, the following ball bank angles 
to dcteimine the safe speed aic lecom-
mendcd 14 deg foi speeds below 20 
m p h , 12 deg foi speeds of 25 and 30 
m p h , and 10 deg foi speeds of 35 
m p h and higher 

5 The safe speed can be computed 

using the standaid curve foimula with a 
friction factor of / = 0 21 for speeds 
below 20 m p h , / = 0 18 foi speeds of 
25 and 30 m p h , and / = 0 15 foi speeds 
of 35 m p h and highei 

6 Tiial speed luns at the established 
safe speed using a cai w ith an accurately 
calibiated speedometei should be made 
before the cui vc is marked 

7 The established speed should be 
verified on ceitain typical curves by 
befoie and aftei speed studies of both day 
and night traffic. 

8. A peicentile value of 85 peicent for 
cui ves of 30 m p h or less and 90 percent 
for cui ves w ith speeds of 35 m p h in
dicates a satisfactory speed value 

9. The extiemc effect of body roll of 
various yeai model and makes of cars is 
only about one degree m the ball bank 
angle and piovides a difference of about 
3 m p h in speed 

10 The ball bank readings on rough 
pavements may be 1 deg to 2 deg highei 
than on smooth pavements, thus indicat
ing appi oximately a 5 m p h low er safe 
speed on lough pavements than on 
smooth pavements 

11 The only condition in which the 
ball bank angle of 10 deg or highei will 
not indicate the safe daylight speed is 
when the sui faces are slippery w hen wet, 
01 ice oi snow covcicd 

12 Slippciy when wet surfaces should 
be so mai ked and low er safe speed values 
established foi this condition than that 
obtained using the 10 deg ball bank angle 
speed value. 

13 Differences in steering pioperties 
of cais piesent no difficulties if the cars 
are opeiatcd within the safe speed foi a 
ball bank value of 10 deg except on 
slippeiy suifaces wheie lowei speeds are 
required 

14 The field tests to determine the 
safe speed using a ball bank indicator 
can be grcatlj^ simplified bv using the 
chait m Figure 10 developed in this 
studv 
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15. Safe mght speeds for sealed-beam 
headlights as determined m this investi
gation were found to be the same as safe 
day speeds on sharp curves and at speeds 
below 30 m.p.h. At speeds above 30 
m.p.h. the safe night speeds were found 
to be 5 to 15 m.p.h. lower than the safe 
day speeds. 

16. Black letters 6 in. high on a white 
background using a sign 12 by 13 in. are 
used most widely although white letters 
on a black background provide a more 
distinctive and more legible sign for both 
the day and night conditions. 

17. The speed sign should preferably 
be placed directly below the curve sign. 

18. The degree of illumination and 
reflectorization of curve signs and of 
speed signs may be used as an indication 
of the extent of the hazard on the curve. 

19. The reflectorizing of all speed 
signs on curves is recommended for safe 
operation at mght when the curve hazard 
is greatest. The delineation of highway 
curve for night driving by the use of 
reflectorized marker posts spaced 50 to 
100 f t . apart will permit the use of the 
same safe speed indications for night as 
for day driving as far as the curve hazard 
is concerned. 

20. Curve speed signs are an aid to 

motorists to eliminate the surprise ele
ment experienced on sharp curves not 
adequately marked. 

21. Speed marking of curves has the 
general approval of drivers, particularly 
for foreign cars, on the basis of driver 
polls. The safe speeds on curves based 
on a careful engineering study are more 
dependable than the speeds based on the 
quick decision and judgment required 
of the driver upon entering the curve. 

22. Present indications are that curves 
marked with uniform standard type speed 
signs will reduce congestion and accidents 
on curves. 

23. The indicated speeds on the signs 
should preferably be used as recom
mended speeds only and not as legal 
speed limits. 

24. The speeds should be indicated to 
the nearest 5 m.p.h. with greater weight 
given to the lower speed value to allow 
for slight differences in cars, speedom
eters, drivers, and road conditions. 

25. In a series of connected curves the 
lowest safe speed of the series is preferred 
and should be placed at the approach to 
the first curve. On a winding road, the 
given section can be zoned and occasional 
signs placed along the route where the 
hazard is greatest. 




